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Airborne, Seadwellers and Landlubbers Lives

“Our work shows a lack of care by the Canadian, U.S. and Russian governments in trying to understand the food
needs and fish catches of northern communities,” says Pauly, who leads the Sea Around Us Project at UBC.
Researchers from the Sea Around Us Project have previously shown a trend of fish stocks moving towards polar
regions due to the effects of climate change. This, coupled with increased accessibility of the Arctic areas due to
melting sea ice, will place immense pressure on the region for future large-scale fisheries.
“This research confirms that there is already fishing pressure in this region,” says Pauly. “The question now is
whether we should allow the further expansion of fisheries into the Arctic.”
“Conservation efforts in the Arctic have so far focused on the exploitation of marine mammals – seals and polar bears
are frankly easy on the eye and plain to see,” says Zeller. “None of them would survive, however, if we allow
over-exploitation of fish in this delicate but so-far neglected ecosystem.”
http://www.physorg.com/news/2011-02-arctic-fisheries-higher-previous.html
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